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124* Please reference terms and conditions for COM/COL approval procedures06/16

Seat Height        Arm Height            W D H Fabric Leather Weight Cubes/Qty

mills 6482 17π" 27Ω" 33∑" 30∑" 27Ω" 7.0 yds. 115.0' 91 lbs. 36.09'/1

451 mm 695 mm            851 mm           775 mm         695 mm            6.4 m 10.7 sqm            41.4 kg             1.04 cu.

Walnut base with a bronze metal ring on legs. Available in 823, 839, 841, 860, 861, 866, 870 and LV8 finishes. When specifying light finishes
870 and LV8 the natural characteristics of the wood will be visible. See terms and conditions. Fully upholstered. *All COM/COL fabrics must
be preapproved by Bernhardt Design prior to application.  Approved for GSA. Contract GS-28F-7040G.

When using a combination of fabrics or leathers, the following yardage must be used and upcharges apply. See terms and conditions for 
contrasting fabric and welt upcharges. Please specify the application by designating the appropriate letter on the purchase order.

A) One fabric or leather for seat cushion, inside back cushion and inside arm
yardage: 3.25 yds. leather: 55.0 sq. ft.

B) One fabric or leather for outer shell: back, sides, top  and front rim, front bottom rail
yardage: 3.9 yds. leather: 59.0 sq. ft.

mills       17π" 27Ω" 34∏"*            33∂"*           29∑"* 7.0 yds. 115.0' 91 lbs. 36.09'/1

451 mm 695 mm 879 mm*        845 mm*       749 mm*           6.4 m 10.7 sqm            41.4 kg             1.04 cu.

               

6482LTB       Tablet Arm, Left Facing - Brown 6482RTB      Tablet Arm, Right Facing - Brown

6482LTS       Tablet Arm, Left Facing - Sand 6482RTS      Tablet Arm, Right Facing - Sand

                                            6482LTW      Tablet Arm, Left Facing - White 6482RTW     Tablet Arm, Right Facing - White     

Tablet Arm. Oval tablet 15"w, 11"d. 360° rotation around center of arm. Available in Brown, Sand and White powdercoat finish. 
Tablet is designed  for light weight use and is not recommended for high use areas.  *Dimensions include tablet arm in user position.

Walnut base with a bronze metal ring on legs. Available in 823, 839, 841, 860, 861, 866, 870 and LV8 finishes. When specifying light finishes
870 and LV8 the natural characteristics of the wood will be visible. See terms and conditions. Fully upholstered. *All COM/COL fabrics must
be preapproved by Bernhardt Design prior to application.  Approved for GSA. Contract GS-28F-7040G.

When using a combination of fabrics or leathers, the following yardage must be used and upcharges apply. See terms and conditions for 
contrasting fabric upcharges. Please specify the application by designating the appropriate letter on the purchase order.

A) One fabric or leather for seat cushion, inside back cushion and inside arm
yardage: 3.25 yds. leather: 55.0 sq. ft.

B) One fabric or leather for outer shell: back, sides, top  and front rim, front bottom rail
yardage: 3.9 yds. leather: 59.0 sq. ft.

mills 6485 17π" 27Ω" 72" 30∑" 27Ω" 9.5 yds.             160.0' 161 lbs.            100.22'/1

451 mm 695 mm            1829 mm        775 mm         695 mm            8.7 m 14.9 sqm            73.2 kg            2.84 cu.

Walnut base with a bronze metal ring on legs. Fully upholstered. Available in 823, 839, 841, 860, 861, 866, 870 and LV8 finishes. When speci-
fying light finishes 870 and LV8 the natural characteristics of the wood will be visible. *All COM/COL fabrics must be preapproved by
Bernhardt Design prior to application. Approved for GSA. Contract GS-28F-7040G.

When using a combination of fabrics or leathers, the following yardage must be used and upcharges apply. See terms and conditions for 
contrasting fabric and welt upcharges. Please specify the application by designating the appropriate letter on the purchase order.

A) One fabric or leather for seat cushion, inside back cushion and inside arm
yardage: 4.5 yds. leather: 80.0 sq. ft.

B) One fabric or leather for outer shell: back, sides, top  and front rim, front bottom rail
yardage: 5.0 yds. leather: 80.0 sq. ft.

6482LTB, LTS, LTW

6482RTB, RTS, RTW

Level I and GREENGUARD Certified

Level I and GREENGUARD Certified

Level I and GREENGUARD Certified
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125* Please reference terms and conditions for COM/COL approval procedures06/16

Seat Height        Arm Height            W D H Fabric Leather Weight Cubes/Qty

mills       17π" 27Ω" 73∫"*             33∂"*           29∑"* 9.5 yds.             160.0' 161 lbs.            100.22'/1

451 mm 695 mm 1857 mm*      845 mm*       749 mm*           8.7 m 14.9 sqm            73.2 kg            2.84 cu.

                                           

6485LTB       Tablet Arm, Left Facing - Brown 6485RTB      Tablet Arm, Right Facing - Brown

6485LTS       Tablet Arm, Left Facing - Sand 6485RTS      Tablet Arm, Right Facing - Sand

                                            6485LTW      Tablet Arm, Left Facing - White 6485RTW     Tablet Arm, Right Facing - White     

Loveseat with Tablet Arm. Oval tablet 15"w, 11"d. 360° rotation around center of arm. Available in Brown, Sand and White powdercoat 
finish. Tablet is designed for light weight use and is not recommended for high use areas.   *Dimensions include tablet arm in user position.

Walnut base with a bronze metal ring on legs. Available in 823, 839, 841, 860, 861, 866, 870 and LV8 finishes. When specifying light finishes
870 and LV8 the natural characteristics of the wood will be visible. See terms and conditions. Fully upholstered. *All COM/COL fabrics must
be preapproved by Bernhardt Design prior to application. Approved for GSA. Contract GS-28F-7040G.

When using a combination of fabrics or leathers, the following yardage must be used and upcharges apply. See terms and conditions for 
contrasting fabric and welt upcharges. Please specify the application by designating the appropriate letter on the purchase order.

A) One fabric or leather for seat cushion, inside back cushion and inside arm
yardage: 4.5 yds. leather: 80.0 sq. ft.

B) One fabric or leather for outer shell: back, sides, top  and front rim, front bottom rail
yardage: 5.0 yds. leather: 80.0 sq. ft.  

mills 6487 17π" 27Ω" 92" 30∑" 27Ω" 12.6 yds.           205.0' 204 lbs.           101.65'/1

451 mm 695 mm            2337 mm        775 mm         695 mm            11.5 m 19.0 sqm            92.0 kg            2.9 cu.

                                                        Walnut base with a bronze metal ring on legs. Available in 823, 839, 841, 860, 861, 866, 870 and LV8 finishes. When specifying light finishes
870 and LV8 the natural characteristics of the wood will be visible. See terms and conditions. Fully upholstered. *All COM/COL fabrics must
be preapproved by Bernhardt Design prior to application.  Approved for GSA. Contract GS-28F-7040G.

When using a combination of fabrics or leathers, the following yardage must be used and upcharges apply. See terms and conditions for 
contrasting fabric and welt upcharges. Please specify the application by designating the appropriate letter on the purchase order.

A) One fabric or leather for seat cushion, inside back cushion and inside arm
yardage: 6.3 yds. leather: 100.0 sq. ft.

B) One fabric or leather for outer shell: back, sides, top  and front rim, front bottom rail
yardage: 6.3 yds. leather: 105.0 sq. ft.

mills       17π" 27Ω" 93∫"*             33∂"*           29∑"* 12.6 yds.           205.0' 204 lbs.           101.65'/1

451 mm 695 mm            2365 mm*      845 mm*    749 mm*    11.5 m 19.0 sqm            92 kg 2.9 cu.

                                           

6487LTB       Tablet Arm, Left Facing - Brown 6487RTB      Tablet Arm, Right Facing - Brown

6487LTS       Tablet Arm, Left Facing - Sand 6487RTS      Tablet Arm, Right Facing - Sand

6487LTW      Tablet Arm, Left Facing - White 6487RTW     Tablet Arm, Right Facing - White     

                                  Sofa with Tablet Arm. Oval tablet 15"w, 11"d. 360° rotation around center of arm. Available in Brown, Sand and White powdercoat finish.
Tablet is designed for light weight use and is not recommended for high use areas.  *Dimensions include tablet arm in user position.

Walnut base with a bronze metal ring on legs. Available in 823, 839, 841, 860, 861, 866, 870 and LV8 finishes. When specifying light finishes
870 and LV8 the natural characteristics of the wood will be visible. See terms and conditions. Fully upholstered. *All COM/COL fabrics must
be preapproved by Bernhardt Design prior to application.  Approved for GSA. Contract GS-28F-7040G.

When using a combination of fabrics or leathers, the following yardage must be used and upcharges apply. See terms and conditions for 
contrasting fabric and welt upcharges.  Please specify the application by designating the appropriate letter on the purchase order.

A) One fabric or leather for seat cushion, inside back cushion and inside arm
yardage: 6.3 yds. leather: 100.0 sq. ft.

B) One fabric or leather for outer shell: back, sides, top  and front rim, front bottom rail
yardage: 6.3 yds. leather: 105.0 sq. ft.

6485LTB, LTS, LTW

6485RTB, RTS, RTW

6487LTB, LTS, LTW

6487RTB, RTS, RTW

Level I and GREENGUARD Certified

Level I and GREENGUARD Certified

Level I and GREENGUARD Certified


